Introduction {#S1}
============

The advent of T cells expressing chimeric antigen receptor T (CART) cells for the treatment of cancer patients represents a milestone in the field of immunotherapy ([@B1]). Various clinical trials have been undertaken in recent years, especially for relapsed or refractory CD19+ hematologic malignancies such as acute lymphoblastic leukemia, chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), and non-Hodgkin lymphoma ([@B2]--[@B7]). For clinical CART application, reproducibility and safe generation of CART cells is of crucial relevance. T cells from patients (autologous) or donors (allogeneic) are genetically modified *via* viral or non-viral vectors to express a recombinant transmembrane receptor on the cell surface. The so-called chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) recognizes CD19+ malignant B cells with the extracellular antibody-derived and antigen-specific recognition domain (single chain variable fragment) ([@B8], [@B9]). The cytoplasmic signaling domain is constituted of a CD3zeta stimulatory domain combined to costimulatory signaling components such as CD28 ([@B10], [@B11]), CD137/4−1BB ([@B12]), or OX40, either alone for so-called second generation or in combination for third generation CARs ([@B13]). However, while some patients have displayed long-lasting CART responses ([@B14]), expansion and particularly persistence of CART cells in other patients have lasted only for few weeks ([@B5], [@B15]). Since clinical response correlates with long-term detection of the engineered T cells ([@B16]), short-term CART cells are limited in their capacity to fully eradicate cancer cells ([@B17]). The phenotype of T cells administered to patients often correlates with antitumor reactivity *in vivo* ([@B18]): Particularly, less-differentiated naive (T~N~) and central memory (T~CM~) T cells in contrast to the more differentiated effector memory (T~EM~) and effector (T~E~) T cells seems to play an essential role in CART persistence ([@B19]--[@B21]). Effectiveness of CART cells might therefore depend on the proportion of naive vs. effector cells (T~N~/T~E~ ratio) in the final CART product. It still remains to be elucidated why for some patients a high proportion of naive cells within their CART product can be expanded, whereas for others efficient expansion of this subtype could not be achieved despite optimal culture conditions.

Hence, we monitored the evolution and amplification of CART subpopulations (T~N~, T~CM~, T~EM~, and T~E~) and particularly the T~N~/T~E~ ratio derived from both healthy donors (HDs) and untreated CLL patients during CART culture. For CART generation, the most commonly used cytokine stimulation cocktails are either interleukin (IL)-7/IL-15 ([@B22]--[@B25]) or IL-2 ([@B5]). In order to assess a specific influence of those stimulating cytokines on the net amplification of CART subtypes, CART cells were generated simultaneously under both conditions. The starting cell material, i.e., peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), from HDs as well as CLL patients was screened to analyze whether a correlation exists between the phenotypic composition of PBMCs and the subsequent expansion of highly effective, long-lasting naive CART cells during culture. We demonstrate that the expansion of naive T cells is clearly associated with the specific cellular composition of PBMCs used for CART generation and identify factors determining optimal generation of clinical CART products.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

CD19.CART Generation and Culture {#S2-1}
--------------------------------

Cryopreserved human PBMCs from HDs (from the blood bank Mannheim, DRK-Blutspendedienst Baden-Württemberg-Hessen) and untreated CLL patients (from Heidelberg University Hospital, protocol number: S-254/2016) were thawed and activated with anti-CD3/anti-CD28 antibodies (Biozol, Eching, Germany) at a concentration of 5 × 10^5^ cells/ml culture medium. For activation of PBMCs, non-tissue culture-treated 24-well plates (Corning, Wiesbaden, Germany) had been previously coated over night with 0.5 ml of 1 µg/ml anti-CD3 and 1 µg/ml anti-CD28, diluted in Aqua ad iniect (Fresenius, Bad Homburg, Germany). Culture medium consisted of 50% RPMI 1640 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and 50% Click's Medium (EHAA) (Irvine Scientific, Santa Ana, CA, USA), with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 2 mM [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Two different cytokine cocktails were added on day 2 of culture: IL-7/IL-15 (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) vs. IL-2 (Novartis, Nuremberg, Germany), at concentrations according to our GMP protocol (IL-7: 4.4 × 10^3^ U/ml, IL-15: 100 U/ml, IL-2: 100 U/ml). On day 3, activated T cells (5 × 10^5^ cells in 0.5 ml + 1.5 ml retroviral supernatant per well) were transduced with a CD19.CAR-CD28-CD137zeta third generation retroviral vector (kindly provided by Dr. Malcolm Brenner at the Center for Cell and Gene Therapy, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX, USA) in a 24-well non-tissue culture-treated plate, previously coated with 7 µg/ml RetroNectin (Takara Bio, Shiga, Japan) in Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany). Viability of CART cells was assessed through Trypan blue staining. Medium change with fresh addition of cytokines was performed on days 3, 7, 10, 14, and 17 (1 × 10^6^ cells/ml). CART cells were cultivated in 6-well tissue culture plates (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) and transferred to T75 tissue culture flasks (Sarstedt) when the total cell number reached 15 × 10^6^ cells. On days 14--17, an aliquot of CART cells was cryopreserved in FBS + 10% DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich). Total culture period lasted 20 days. The net amplification of CART cells and specific subpopulations from day 7 up to day 20 was calculated using the following formula: net amplification = absolute cell number × % CD3+ CART × % specific subpopulation.

Cell Lines {#S2-2}
----------

CD19+ Burkitt lymphoma (Daudi) cells (Leibniz Institute DSMZ---German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures, Braunschweig, Germany) were expanded in cell culture medium (RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% FBS and 2 mM [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine) in T75 tissue culture flasks (Sarstedt) at 37°C and 5% CO~2~ in a humidified incubator (Memmert, Schwabach, Germany) and split 1:3 every three days. Cells were used as target cells for the cytotoxicity and cytokine expression assays.

Flow Cytometry {#S2-3}
--------------

Flow cytometric analyses were performed on days 0, 7, 10, 14, 15, 17, and 20 of CART culture. Dead cells were excluded using the LIVE/DEAD^®^ Fixable Near-IR Dead Cell Stain Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Surface marker staining was performed in order to assess the corresponding subpopulation markers on T~N~ (CD45RA+ CCR7+), T~CM~ (CD45RA− CCR7+), T~EM~ (CD45RA− CCR7−), and T~E~ (CD45RA+ CCR7−) cells. The following fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies were used: CD45RA-APC, CD8-PerCP, CD8-Pacific Blue, CD95-PE-Cy5, programmed cell death 1 (PD-1)-Alexa Fluor 488, Tim-3-Brilliant Violet 421, CXCR3-Alexa Fluor 488, CD56-Alexa Fluor 488, γ/δ TCR-Brilliant Violet 421, CD25-PE-Cy7, CD20-APC-Cy7 (all from Biolegend, San Diego, CA, USA), CCR7-PE-Cy7, CD3-PE eFluor 610, CD4-Alexa Fluor 700, HLA-DR-PerCP, CD62L-eFluor 450 (all from eBioscience, San Diego, CA, USA), CD3-V500, CD27-FITC, CD45-FITC, CD19-APC, and CD34-PE (all from BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). CART cells were stained with an anti-human goat F(ab)~2~ IgG (H+L)-PE antibody (Dianova, Hamburg, Germany). As the F(ab)~2~ IgG (H+L) antibody recognizes IgG molecules, present on both the CAR receptor and B cells, the following gating strategy was applied: first gate assessed viable cells, second gate CD3+ cells and third gate CD3+ CART cells (Figure [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in Supplementary Material). Surface marker staining was performed for 30 min at room temperature. Intracellular staining was used for detection of expression of TNF-α (BV421, BD Biosciences), IFN-γ (Alexa Fluor 488, Biolegend), and IL-2 (BV510, BD Biosciences) by CART cells after coculturing with CD19+ Daudi cells for 6 h. Brefeldin A was used for blocking cytokine secretion. The percentage of FoxP3+ T~Reg~ cells after stimulation with IL-7/IL-15 vs. IL-2 was measured using the FoxP3 Staining Buffer Set (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch-Gladbach, Germany). After staining, cells were fixed with PBS + 1% paraformaldehyde + 3 mM ethylene-diamine-tetra-acetic acid. All acquisitions of data were performed on an LSRII device (BD Biosciences) and data were analyzed using FlowJo software (FlowJo, Ashland, OR, USA).

Chromium-51 Release Assay/Cytotoxicity Assay {#S2-4}
--------------------------------------------

Cytotoxic efficacy of the manufactured CART cells was assessed by a standard chromium (Cr-51) release assay as previously described ([@B26]). CD19+ Burkitt lymphoma (Daudi) cells (DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany) (target cells) were labeled for 2 h with Cr-51 (Hartmann Analytic, Braunschweig, Germany) and coincubated for 4 h with CART cells (effector cells) in 96-well U-bottom microplates (Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany). Maximum Cr-51 release of target cells was measured following complete lysis by adding PBS + 1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich), whereas background was assessed *via* spontaneous release of Cr-51 of target cells kept in culture medium without the addition of CART cells. Effector to target cell ratios ranged from 10:1 to 1:1. Cr-51 release was measured in a liquid scintillation counter (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) after adding Ultima Gold liquid scintillation cocktail (PerkinElmer) to a culture supernatant aliquot. Experiments were performed in triplicates. Cytotoxicity was calculated as percentage of specific lysis according to the following formula: % specific lysis = (Cr-51 release in the test well − spontaneous Cr-51 release)/(maximum Cr-51 release − spontaneous Cr-51 release) × 100.

Statistical Analysis {#S2-5}
--------------------

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). Equal variances between values from HDs vs. untreated CLL patients were determined by an F-test and subsequent *p*-values were calculated using the two-tailed independent samples t-test. In order to compare the influence of the cytokine cocktails IL-7/IL-15 vs. IL-2, a paired samples t-test was used. Graphs were designed by Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) and Keynote (Apple, Cupertino, CA, USA). If not otherwise mentioned, results are displayed as mean ± SD. Correction for multiple comparisons was performed using the Holm-Bonferroni method.

Results {#S3}
=======

Screening of HDs and Patients {#S3-1}
-----------------------------

The cellular composition of cryopreserved human PBMCs for CART production from 24 HDs and 11 untreated CLL patients was analyzed: the percentage of B cells as well as CD3+ T cells within lymphocytes, the proportions of CD4+ and CD8+ cells and the CD4:CD8 ratio were measured. Moreover, the CD4+ naive, CD8+ naive and the total naive cells within the CD3+ fraction as well as the absolute naive cell number were determined (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Within the cells of HDs, CD4:CD8 ratios were heterogeneously distributed ranging from 0.4 to 5.3. In 8 out of 24 (33%) HDs the CD4:CD8 ratio was \<1, i.e., more CD8+ than CD4+ cells were found within the peripheral blood. The CD3+ cell proportion within total PBMCs ranged from 41.5 to 90.0% (mean ± SD: 73 ± 11%). The percentage of naive cells within the CD3+ fraction ranged from 10.2 to 39.4% (mean ± SD: 24 ± 7%) and did not correlate with the percentage of CD3+ cells or with the CD4:CD8 ratio.

###### 

Screening of HDs and CLL patients (P) for lymphocyte subsets within PBMCs.

  A healthy donors                                                            
  -------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ------ ------
  HD 1                 11.4   82.0   66.9   29.9   2.2   30.0   9.2    39.4   32.3
  HD 2                 17.4   77.3   44.6   44.5   1.0   21.7   14.2   36.4   28.1
  HD 3                 19.7   76.2   31.2   55.2   0.6   6.9    26.7   34.1   26.0
  HD 4                 10.1   76.6   61.2   35.5   1.7   20.0   10.3   30.5   23.4
  HD 5                 11.0   75.3   49.6   45.6   1.1   15.0   14.7   30.0   22.6
  HD 6                 8.1    82.1   57.5   37.7   1.5   13.7   12.3   26.2   21.5
  HD 7                 26.6   64.1   43.1   50.2   0.8   10.0   23.0   33.4   21.4
  HD 8                 15.5   80.5   35.6   59.8   0.6   7.8    17.3   25.3   20.4
  HD 9                 8.8    86.4   81.1   15.2   5.3   20.4   2.9    23.4   20.2
  HD 10                8.1    82.4   54.3   36.7   1.5   17.4   5.8    23.4   19.3
  HD 11                20.0   74.6   48.0   45.5   1.1   10.5   14.7   25.5   19.0
  HD 12                16.5   78.3   55.7   42.3   1.3   18.9   5.1    24.2   18.9
  HD 13                19.1   66.1   46.7   49.3   0.9   12.5   15.2   27.9   18.4
  HD 14                22.8   69.3   54.8   41.5   1.3   17.0   8.7    26.0   18.0
  HD 15                9.3    90.0   36.6   55.0   0.7   8.8    10.3   19.5   17.6
  HD 16                20.5   64.1   69.4   28.0   2.5   18.6   4.5    23.2   14.9
  HD 17                36.3   58.0   43.8   45.8   1.0   10.4   11.7   22.6   13.1
  HD 18                17.8   72.4   62.8   33.7   1.9   12.3   5.5    17.8   12.9
  HD 19                20.2   58.4   49.4   38.0   1.3   15.5   5.8    21.5   12.6
  HD 20                24.1   76.0   28.0   65.0   0.4   5.8    10.5   16.5   12.5
  HD 21                15.8   64.2   48.4   42.4   1.1   14.2   4.9    19.2   12.3
  HD 22                17.4   74.2   44.9   51.2   0.9   10.6   2.5    13.3   9.9
  HD 23                16.2   74.4   48.3   48.3   1.0   5.6    4.4    10.2   7.6
  HD 24                54.5   41.5   43.6   51.3   0.9   8.3    9.3    18.1   7.5
                                                                              
  **B CLL patients**                                                          
                                                                              
  ***n* = 11**                                                                
                                                                              
  P 1                  92.8   6.9    51.7   40.1   1.3   13.6   6.3    22.0   1.5
  P 2                  96.1   3.7    55.2   38.4   1.4   24.8   11.5   37.5   1.4
  P 3                  92.0   6.3    64.5   26.0   2.5   17.0   1.5    19.2   1.2
  P 4                  71.5   23.8   32.3   65.6   0.5   0.3    3.5    3.9    0.9
  P 5                  94.7   2.3    57.1   31.5   1.8   22.3   5.2    29.8   0.7
  P 6                  92.5   5.5    42.4   48.2   0.9   6.7    5.0    13.1   0.7
  P 7                  93.8   5.6    41.0   56.0   0.7   9.0    2.8    12.8   0.7
  P 8                  95.3   3.6    55.6   32.8   1.7   13.7   1.7    17.3   0.6
  P 9                  92.5   2.0    60.2   31.8   1.9   18.4   3.7    24.8   0.5
  P 10                 80.6   11.9   44.0   51.1   0.9   1.4    2.5    4.6    0.5
  P 11                 95.9   2.6    29.3   64.4   0.5   2.3    2.3    5.7    0.1

*Cryopreserved PBMCs from HDs (*n* = 24) (**A**) and untreated CLL patients (*n* = 11) (**B**) were analyzed. The number of B cells as well as CD3+, CD4+, and CD8+ T cells, the CD4:CD8 ratio, CD4+ and CD8+ naive T cells and the absolute number of naive CD3+ T cells per 100 lymphocytes are listed. Data from HDs and patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) are shown from highest to lowest frequency of naive T cells (last column)*.

Within cells of patients, CD4:CD8 ratios were also heterogeneously distributed ranging from 0.5 to 2.5. In 5 out of 11 (45%) patients the CD4:CD8 ratio was \<1. Given that analyzed patients were untreated CLL patients containing high percentages of B cells within their PBMCs, the CD3+ cell proportion was significantly lower compared to HDs (*p* = 2.35E-19) and ranged from 2.0 to 23.8% (mean ± SD: 7 ± 6%). The percentage of naive cells within the CD3+ fraction ranged from 3.9 to 37.5% (mean ± SD: 17 ± 11%) and was significantly lower in comparison to HDs (*p* = 0.026).

Following this screening for subpopulations within the PBMCs, we selected individuals from both HDs (HD 7, HD 10, HD 21; *n* = 3) and untreated CLL patients (P 2, P 4, P 5; *n* = 3) for the production of CART cells.

Generation of CART Cells from HDs and Patients {#S3-2}
----------------------------------------------

Following screening, CART cells were generated from six different donors with comparable starting frequencies of T~N~, i.e., three HDs and three untreated CLL patients. Thawed cryopreserved PBMCs were stimulated with anti-CD3/anti-CD28 antibodies plus either IL-7/IL-15 or IL-2 and cultured *ex vivo* for up to 20 days. The evolution of specific CART subpopulations over time was assessed by phenotypic analyses on days 0, 7, 10, 14, 17, and 20. Transduction efficiency on day 7 of culture was comparable and averaged 54 ± 32% and 52 ± 32% for IL-7/IL-15 and IL-2 cultures, respectively.

The net amplification factor of CART cells takes into account the absolute cell number, the percentage of CD3+ cells as well as the transduction efficiency from day 7 until day 20 of culture and was used to assess the expansion rate of CART cells throughout culture. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} displays the expansion levels of CART cells for both HDs and untreated CLL patients after stimulation with IL-7/IL-15 or IL-2. When stimulated with IL-7/IL-15, the expansion rate of CART cells from HDs and patients showed no significant difference \[net amplification on final culture day 20 (IL-7/IL-15): 12-fold (HDs) and 14-fold (CLL patients)\]. When stimulated with IL-2, however, CART cells of patients showed a higher expansion rate compared to CART cells of HDs \[on final culture day 20 (IL-2): 26-fold expansion (CLL patients) vs. 9-fold expansion (HDs)\].

![Net amplification of all chimeric antigen receptor T (CART) cells during culture. CART cells were generated from cryopreserved peripheral blood mononuclear cells of three healthy donors (*n* = 3, orange lines) and three untreated chronic lymphocytic leukemia patients (*n* = 3, gray lines) after activation of T cells with anti-CD3/anti-CD28 antibodies (days 0--3), transduction with a CD19.CAR-CD28-CD137zeta retroviral vector (day 3), and culture with either interleukin (IL)-7/IL-15 (*n* = 3, solid lines) or IL-2 (*n* = 3, hatched lines) (days 2--20). The net amplification of all CD3+ CART cells were determined by flow cytometry for each treatment condition and time point as indicated. Mean values of all twelve cell samples ± SDs are plotted.](fimmu-08-01956-g001){#F1}

Subsequently, expansion of different subpopulations of CART cells during culture, i.e., T~N~, T~CM~, T~EM~, and T~E~, was investigated (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The naive CART cells stimulated with IL-7/IL-15 were the subpopulation that showed the most pronounced differences when HDs and patients were compared, showing statistical significance on days 10, 14, and 17. While CART~N~ cells from HDs expanded notably between day 7 and day 20 (expansion level day 10: 5-fold, day 14: 25-fold, day 17: 67-fold, day 20: 81-fold), CART~N~ cells from untreated CLL patients showed a reduced capacity to expand \[expansion level day 10: 2-fold (*p* = 0.019), day 14: 5-fold (*p* = 0.002), day 17: 8-fold (*p* = 0.012), day 20: 14-fold\]. When stimulated with IL-2, expansion levels of CART~N~ cells were lower compared to IL-7/IL-15 stimulation, e.g., on day 14: 25-fold expansion (IL-7/IL-15) vs. 5-fold expansion (IL-2) (*p* = 0.004).

![Net amplification of chimeric antigen receptor T (CART) subpopulations during culture. The net amplification of T~N~ (CD45RA+ CCR7+), T~CM~ (CD45RA − CCR7+), T~EM~ (CD45RA − CCR7−), and T~E~ (CD45RA+ CCR7−) CART cells from healthy donors (*n* = 3, colored lines) and untreated chronic lymphocytic leukemia patients (*n* = 3, gray lines) was determined. The cellular subsets were also compared according to the mode of stimulation, either with interleukin (IL)-7/IL-15 (*n* = 3, solid lines) or with IL-2 (*n* = 3, hashed lines). Mean values of the net amplifications of the various cellular subsets were calculated for each group and are represented with SD. Significance is represented as \* for *p* \< 0.05 and \*\* for *p* \< 0.01. Exact data are specified in the text.](fimmu-08-01956-g002){#F2}

The most stable subpopulation during culture was the central memory subset. T~CM~ showed no difference of expansion when stimulated with the two different cytokine stimulation cocktails (day 20: twofold expansion for both IL-7/IL-15 and IL-2 stimulation).

Until day 14, also T~EM~ CART cells displayed similar expansion patterns independent of the cytokine cocktail used. After day 14, however, T~EM~ derived from patients showed higher proliferation levels compared to HDs \[highest effect with IL-2: 44-fold expansion (patients) vs. 15-fold expansion (HDs)\].

Finally, T~E~ cells were the subpopulation of CART cells that expanded the most during culture: the amplification factor for T~E~ was above 75 for HDs and the strongest proliferation was detected for untreated CLL patients \[day 20: 296-fold expansion (IL-7/IL-15), 405-fold expansion (IL-2)\].

The expansion of the naive CART subpopulation was further evaluated by analyzing the evolution of the CD4+ and CD8+ fractions of HDs and untreated CLL patients (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). For both CD4+ and CD8+ CART~N~ cells, a more pronounced expansion during culture was detected when they were derived from HDs. CD8+ expansion differences were significant on day 14 under stimulation with IL-7/IL-15 \[20-fold (HDs) vs. 7-fold expansion (patients) (*p* = 0.002)\]. As for CD4+ CART~N~ cells, they showed significantly higher proliferation values from day 10 until the end of the culture under stimulation with IL-7/IL-15 \[day 10: 7-fold (HDs) vs. 2-fold (patients) expansion (*p* = 0.0005), day 14: 42-fold (HDs) vs. 3-fold (patients) expansion (*p* = 0.0007), day 17: 77-fold (HDs) vs. 6-fold (patients) expansion (*p* = 0.004), and day 20: 62-fold (HDs) vs. 8-fold (patients) expansion (*p* = 0.005)\].

![Net amplification of CD4+ and CD8+ naive chimeric antigen receptor T (CART) cells during culture. The net amplification of the CD4+ and CD8+ naive CART subtypes from healthy donors (*n* = 3, blue lines) and untreated chronic lymphocytic leukemia patients (*n* = 3, gray lines) was determined. The cellular subsets were also compared according to the mode of stimulation, either with interleukin (IL)-7/IL-15 (*n* = 3, solid lines) or with IL-2 (*n* = 3, hashed lines). Mean values of the net amplifications of the various cellular subsets were calculated for each group and are represented with SD. Significance is represented as \*\* for *p* \< 0.01 and \*\*\* for *p* \< 0.001. Exact data are specified in the text.](fimmu-08-01956-g003){#F3}

Although the effect under stimulation with IL-7/IL-15 was marked, stimulation with IL-2 also led to a higher proliferation rate of CD4+ and CD8+ CART~N~ cells from HDs in comparison to untreated CLL patients (day 20: CD4 + CART~N~: 10-fold expansion; CD8+ CART~N~: 36-fold expansion). CD4+ CART~N~ cells of untreated patients, in turn, were not stimulated at all and even decreased with a net amplification of \<1, whereas CD8+ CART~N~ cells showed a higher amplification rate (day 20: 23-fold expansion). Overall, the CD4+ naive CART expansion rate for HDs stimulated with IL-7/IL-15 on day 14 was significantly higher in comparison to IL-2 (*p* = 0.008).

Detailed Phenotypic Analysis: IL-7/IL-15 vs. IL-2 {#S3-3}
-------------------------------------------------

We analyzed which CART phenotype was preferentially stimulated by IL-7/IL-15 vs. IL-2 on day 17. Out of the six donors tested, it was evaluated how many presented a higher absolute cell number for a specific marker under stimulation with the two cytokine cocktails (distribution for a total of 20 CART subtypes depicted in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A; the mean percentages of CART cells of each subgroup for HDs and untreated CLL patients is illustrated in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B).

![Analysis for different subpopulations of chimeric antigen receptor T (CART) cells from healthy donors (HDs) vs. patients on day 17 of culture with interleukin (IL)-7/IL-15 vs. IL-2. **(A)** The absolute cell number of specific cell subpopulations after stimulation with IL-7/IL-15 vs. IL-2 was compared for each donor independently (*n* = 6). Each unit on the x-axis represents one donor. Fields are highlighted with blue or red color according to the highest cell number of CART cells for each subtype, i.e., blue when proliferation resulted in higher absolute cell numbers under culture conditions with IL-7/IL-15 and red when proliferation resulted in higher absolute cell numbers under culture conditions with IL-2. Light colors were used for HDs, dark colors for patients. **(B)** The mean values of the percentage of CART cells with a specific phenotype on day 17 are represented and grouped into four categories: blue for stimulation with IL-7/IL-15, red for stimulation with IL-2 (HDs: light blue/red; patients: dark blue/red).](fimmu-08-01956-g004){#F4}

Impact of IL-7/IL-15: six out of six donors showed higher absolute T~N~, stem cell memory (T~SCM~), CD4+ and CXCR3+ CART cell numbers compared to generation in IL-2. T~SCM~ represent a subset of naive T cells and are characterized by the expression of CD27 and CD95 ([@B27], [@B28]). 87% of T~N~ cells in HDs and 69% in untreated CLL patients were T~SCM~ cells.

Five out of six donors (three HDs and two untreated CLL patients) had increased numbers of CART cells expressing CD95, CD62L, and γ/δ TCR and five out of six (two HDs and three untreated CLL patients) displayed a high absolute cell number of T~E~ and PD-1+ CART cells. Four out of six donors (three HDs and one untreated CLL patient) had higher levels of T~CM~, HLA-DR+, Tim-3+, CD19+, and CD34+ CART cells and four out of six (two HDs and two patients) presented a higher number of CD4+ CD8+ CART cells. However, for both the CD19 and the CD34 markers, the percentage of positive CART cells was overall very low for both cytokine cocktails (expressed on levels \<0.2%).

The three HDs presented a higher absolute cell number of CD8+ CART cells after stimulation with IL-7/IL-15, while the three untreated CLL patients had higher levels of CD8+ CART cells after stimulation with IL-2.

Impact of IL-2: six out of six donors (three HDs and three untreated CLL patients) displayed an increased proportion of CD4+ T~Reg~ and CD56+ CART cells, five out of six (three HDs and two untreated CLL patients) presented a higher absolute cell number of T~EM~ CART cells and four out of six donors (two HDs and two untreated CLL patients) had an increased proportion of CD4−CD8− cells within their CART product compared to generation in IL-7/IL-15.

Functional Evaluation of CART Cells {#S3-4}
-----------------------------------

The cytotoxic efficacy of CART cells as well as non-transduced T cells was measured *via* chromium (Cr-51) release assay. Daudi cells were chosen as CD19+ target cell line and fresh CART cells were compared to freshly thawed CART cells. Additionally, the difference in lytic activity of CART cells stimulated with IL-7/IL-15 vs. IL-2 was assessed and is represented in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A. The effector:target ratios were 1:1, 2.5:1 as well as 10:1 and the number of viable CART cells was adjusted to the respective ratio. Fresh CART cells showed the highest cytotoxic efficacy and reached significance for both IL-7/IL-15 and IL-2 at the 10:1 ratio in comparison to non-transduced cells. At the 10:1 ratio, average lysis by fresh CART cells under stimulation with IL-7/IL-15 was 31 ± 13% (non-transduced T cells: 2 ± 4%, *p* = 0.017), whereas stimulation with IL-2 mediated lysis of 54 ± 19% (non-transduced T cells: 9 ± 12%, *p* = 0.026). Freshly thawed CART cells were less effective than fresh cells and showed a lytic activity of 21 ± 19 and 36 ± 27% at the 10:1 ratio, for stimulation with IL-7/IL-15 vs. IL-2, respectively. Moreover, the significantly higher lysis for fresh CART cells stimulated with IL-2 in comparison to those stimulated with IL-7/IL-15 was observable at every effector:target ratio (1:1 ratio: *p* = 0.028, 2.5:1 ratio: *p* = 0.024, 10:1 ratio: *p* = 0.026).

![Functional characterization of chimeric antigen receptor T (CART) cells: cytotoxicity and cytokine expression. **(A)** The cytotoxic efficacy of CART cells against CD19+ Daudi cells (fresh *n* = 3, freshly thawed *n* = 3, non-transduced *n* = 3) was assessed after stimulation with interleukin (IL)-7/IL-15 vs. IL-2. The average lysis of CD19+ Daudi cells for different effector:target ratios (10:1, 5:1, 1:1) was determined by release of radioactive chromium-51 from labeled target cells. **(B)** Differences in the absolute cell number of CART cells expressing TNF-α, IFN-γ, and IL-2 after stimulation with IL-7/IL-15 vs. IL-2 are represented for each donor (*n* = 3). Fields are highlighted with blue or red color according to the highest percentage of CART cells for each subtype, i.e., blue for IL-7/IL-15 and red for IL-2. **(C)** The mean values of the percentage of CART cells with a specific phenotype on day 15 are represented (blue for stimulation with IL-7/IL-15, *n* = 3; red for stimulation with IL-2, *n* = 3). Significance is represented as \* for *p* \< 0.05 and \*\* for *p* \< 0.01.](fimmu-08-01956-g005){#F5}

Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B displays the ability of IL-7/IL-15 and IL-2 to induce cytokine-expressing CART cells on day 15 of culture. The absolute cell numbers were compared. IL-7/IL-15 led to a higher population of IFN-γ, IL-2, and TNF-α producing CD4+ as well as IFN-γ releasing CD8+ CART cells in three out of three donors (cells derived from one HD, two CLL patients) compared to IL-2. For IL-2 and TNF-α producing CD8+ CART cells, one donor displayed higher levels under stimulation with IL-2. Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C displays the mean percentage of CART cells expressing IFN-γ, IL-2, and TNF-α on day 15. Significantly more CD8+ CART cells were expressing IFN-γ when compared to CD4+ cells. This higher cytokine production was observable for both IL-7/IL-15 (*p* = 0.009) and IL-2 stimulation (*p* = 0.002).

Suboptimal Expansion of Naive CART Cells from Untreated CLL Patients {#S3-5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to better understand why it was difficult to expand CART~N~ cells derived from PBMC samples from untreated CLL patients, we evaluated the expression of exhaustion markers on CART cells during culture. Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the expression of the exhaustion marker PD-1 by the CART subpopulations at day 10. Samples from HDs stimulated with IL-7/IL-15 and IL-2 as well as samples from untreated CLL patients also stimulated with both cytokine cocktails were compared. Overall, CART cells derived from untreated patients displayed a higher percentage of PD-1 on their cell surface when compared to HDs \[IL-7/IL-15: 23 ± 6% PD-1+ CART cells (HDs) vs. 47 ± 15% (untreated CLL patients); IL-2: 23 ± 7% PD-1+ CART cells (HDs) vs. 47 ± 22% (untreated CLL patients)\]. The highest expression of PD-1 was detected on T~N~ \[71 ± 24% of exhausted cells (patients) vs. 16 ± 6% (HDs) (*p* = 0.018)\] and T~CM~ \[62 ± 13% of exhausted cells (patients) vs. 25 ± 3% (HDs) (*p* = 0.009)\] CART cells stimulated with IL-7/IL-15. With progressing differentiation, the level of exhaustion decreases, e.g., in CART~EM~ and T~E~ cells.

![Exhaustion of naive T cell subpopulation for untreated chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) patients in comparison to healthy donors (HDs). PD-1 expression on the surface of all chimeric antigen receptor T cells and the subpopulations T~N~, T~CM~, T~EM~, and T~E~ on day 10, for HDs (*n* = 3, light colors) and untreated CLL patients (*n* = 3, dark colors). The exhaustion marker expression was also compared according to the mode of stimulation, either with interleukin (IL)-7/IL-15 (blue) or with IL-2 (red). Significance is represented as \* for *p* \< 0.05 and \*\* for *p* \< 0.01.](fimmu-08-01956-g006){#F6}

As a high percentage of T~N~ cells within the final CART product correlates with long-lasting remissions in patients, we calculated the T~N~/T~E~ ratio from HDs and untreated CLL patients. The results are depicted in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. The T~N~/T~E~ ratio of HDs vs. untreated CLL patients became significant at the end of culture: on day 20, the T~N~/T~E~ ratio for HDs stimulated with IL-7/IL-15 reached the value 2.51. In contrast, untreated CLL patients showed a ratio of 0.13 (*p* = 0.0007). This effect was also visible when CART cells were stimulated with IL-2 (*p* = 0.004), although IL-2 was not able to promote expansion of CART~N~ cells as much as IL-7/IL-15.

![Naive to effector chimeric antigen receptor T (CART) ratio (T~N~/T~E~) during culture. Representation of the T~N~/T~E~ ratio for CART cells from healthy donors (*n* = 3, light colors) vs. untreated chronic lymphocytic leukemia patients (*n* = 3, dark colors) during culture. Stimulation with interleukin (IL)-7/IL-15 is marked in blue, stimulation with IL-2 in red. Significance is represented as \*\* for *p* \< 0.01 and \*\*\* for *p* \< 0.001.](fimmu-08-01956-g007){#F7}

Discussion {#S4}
==========

Chimeric antigen receptor T cells have been designated as major breakthrough in cellular therapy for patients with cancer, particularly for patients with relapsed or refractory hematologic malignancies such as CD19+ leukemia and lymphoma. Hitherto, research has focused on genetic engineering in terms of vector design and costimulatory molecules. Only recently the "point of departure", i.e., the characterization of PBMCs to be transduced, gained attention. Moreover, the influence of different cytokine cocktails on CART cultures has not yet been elucidated in depth. By analyzing the characteristics of HD cells that responded particularly well to cytokine stimuli and comparing CART products generated from HDs and untreated CLL patients under similar conditions, this study aimed to define the contribution of cytokine stimulation and culture conditions to resultant phenotype of CART products.

Since response failure in clinical CART therapy has been associated with an insufficient number of T~N~ cells within the CART cells ([@B25]), we screened PBMCs from HDs and untreated CLL patients for percentage of T~N~ cells. In comparison with HDs, CLL patients contained significantly lower T~N~ cells within their PBMCs.

Following screening, HDs and CLL patients displaying comparable levels of T~N~ cells were chosen for CART production. CART cells were successfully generated for all included individuals with similar transduction efficiencies under two stimulating cytokine conditions, i.e., IL-7/IL-15 and IL-2. When comparing the expansion of the subpopulations T~N~, T~CM~, T~EM~, and T~E~ during CART culture, significant differences were observed under distinct culture conditions: IL-7/IL-15 cytokine stimulation led to an increase of T~N~, T~SCM~, CD4+, CXCR3+, CD62L+, γ/δ TCR+, T~E~, PD-1+, T~CM~, HLA-DR+, Tim-3+, and CD4+ CD8+ CART cells, whereas an IL-2 culture condition stimulated T~EM~, CD56+, immunosuppressive CD4−CD8− and CD4+ T~Reg~ CART cells.

The functional evaluation *via* chromium release assay showed a higher cytotoxic activity of CART cells against CD19+ target cells after stimulation with IL-2 compared to stimulation with IL-7/IL-15. The higher cytotoxic efficacy of IL-2 stimulated CART cells can be explained given the higher proportion of differentiated effector CART cells (T~EM~ and CD56+) specialized in killing. In contrast, stimulation with IL-7/IL-15 mediated a higher proportion of immature subtypes (T~N~, T~SCM~) within the CART product, thus leading to lower overall lytic capacity. *In vivo* killing of malignant cells by CART is more complex and depends on the different CART subpopulations acting over time (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}): the first attack after infusion of CART cells into the patient is mediated by highly differentiated cells endowed with high lytic activity. However, these cells soon reach the end of differentiation and become anergic. Without a second line of attacking immune cells, patients would face relapse after loss of effector cells. Long-lasting T~N~ or T~CM~ CART subtypes with self-renewal capacity can act as a reservoir for a second line of effector CART cells ([@B18], [@B19]). Therefore, infusing a high percentage of CART~N~ cells into patients is highly desirable and represents a source for new effector cells over time, eventually contributing to higher survival rate of treated patients. Consequently, a high percentage of T~N~ cells at the beginning of the CART culture correlates with *in vivo* CART expansion ([@B29]).

![Illustration of the differentiation and killing process of chimeric antigen receptor T (CART) subpopulations. After administration of CART cells into the patient **(A)**, the more differentiated T~EM~ and T~E~ CART cells are responsible for the first killing of CD19+ cells **(B)**. As they become anergic, the less-differentiated T~N~ and T~CM~ subsets build up a second line of effector CART cells **(C)**. They differentiate into T~EM~ and T~E~ and are able to kill remaining malignant cells, which evaded the immune defense beforehand. Ideally, these cells eventually mediate a complete response within the patient.](fimmu-08-01956-g008){#F8}

We expanded CART~N~ cells the most successfully in samples derived from HDs under stimulation with IL-7/IL-15. However, similar expansion rates of CART~N~ cells could not be achieved for samples derived from untreated CLL patients, independent of the addition of IL-7/IL-15 or IL-2. As a consequence, T~N~/T~E~ ratio on day 20 of culture was high for HDs, but very low for CART cells derived from untreated patients.

The main reason for this might be the cellular composition of the starting material: whereas other parameters were similar between the tested individuals from both groups, untreated CLL patients showed a high percentage of malignant B cells contained within their PBMCs. These were cultured together with the CD3+ T cells, but received no activation signal through anti-CD3/anti-CD28 antibodies and underwent apoptosis. In fact, on day 17 of culturing B cells had vanished (percentage of CD19+ cells \< 0.01), resulting in a culture made up solely of CART and non-transduced T cells.

As reported by Gattinoni et al. for an *in vivo* model, endogenous cells compete with transferred T cells for supportive cytokines IL-7/IL-15 ([@B30]). A similar effect might have occurred during our CART culture: B cells in samples from untreated CLL patients might have taken up most of the added cytokines, thus restricting the availability for CART cells. As a consequence, CART~N~ expansion normally promoted by IL-7/IL-15 was disturbed. Lacking cytokine stimulation induced the exhaustive phenotype expressing high levels of PD-1 observed on day 10 of culture of the less-differentiated CART cells, i.e., T~N~ and T~CM~. Moreover, given the (1) high frequency of CLL cells present during the early culture period and (2) the known contribution of the microenvironment on CART cell generation, it is possible that CLL cells within the culture are recognized by the CART cells leading to differentiation from naive to effector cells. As the frequency of B cells within samples from HDs is significantly lower, this effect is less prominent in HD culture conditions.

In clinical studies, lymphodepletion is performed through a conditioning cytostatic regimen preceding CART cell infusion in order to make room for CART expansion and enhance the homeostatic microenvironment. This has been identified as a crucial factor for CART cell engraftment ([@B31]--[@B34]). However, patient samples used to generate the CART product are taken before lymphodepletion and the peripheral blood of patients might still contain high numbers of malignant B cells, interfering with the expansion of naive T cells. As a consequence, our data support the selection of T cells either by magnetic-activated cell sorting or by flow cytometry to obtain pure T cells and enable efficient expansion of CART~N~ cells *ex vivo*.

In conclusion, we aimed to establish a preclinical potency assay for CART generation. A high percentage of less-differentiated T~N~ cells contributes to a long-lasting remission and significant expansion of CART cells *in vivo* ([@B25], [@B35]--[@B40]). According to our results, these conditions are fulfilled when a cocktail of IL-7 and IL-15 is used instead of IL-2 as stimulating cytokines. High expansion of long-lasting CART~N~ cells was achieved when PBMCs from HDs were used. In contrast, untreated CLL patients remain a particular challenge for production of CART cells targeting the CD19 antigen, as clinical responses and persistence *in vivo* is limited in CART products with low proportions of T~N~. High amounts of B cells in untreated CLL patients might be responsible for this. Hence B cell depletion before starting CART production might constitute a tool to overcome this problem. As CART cells emerge as frontline therapy, manufacture may be hindered in untreated CLL patients due to high frequencies of B cells in the initial culture. Our data therefore support either B cell depletion or T cell sorting early on, which could allow more T~N~ to expand. In line with others ([@B41]--[@B44]), B cell depletion in hematologic malignancies also before infusing CART cells is advisable. Subsequent analyses of the PBMC content factors that determine CART efficacy might further improve the results of CART cell therapy. However, the additional impact of differences in CAR construct, target antigen, manufacture protocol and patient disease status also likely play a role. *In vitro* studies with larger cohorts of CLL patients vs. HDs as well as evaluation of clinical samples from patients treated with CD19.CART cells are ongoing and might result in future selection or purging strategies.
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###### 

FACS data. Illustration of the gating strategy used during acquisition with the LSRII flow cytometer. The first gate assessed viable cells, the second gate CD3+ cells and the third gate CD3+ CART cells. Out of the CD3+ CART cells, the percentages of CD4+/CD8+ cells were evaluated. T~N~, T~CM~, T~EM~, and T~E~ subpopulations were defined and expression of the exhaustion marker programmed cell death 1 was assessed. As representative examples data from HD 7 and untreated chronic lymphocytic leukemia patient 2 (P 2) at day 17 of culture after stimulation with interleukin (IL)-7/IL-15 are displayed here.
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